Lorentz Transformations generally describe the transformations for observations between mechanical phenomenon systems in relative motion. We all know that the electrical charge of associate isolated system is relativistically invariant. We have studied the volume charge density in Special and Most General Lorentz Transformations. If one frame moves on x-axis then we will notice this in Special Lorentz Transformation. On the other hand if the motion of the moving frame is not on the x-axis relative to the rest frame however the motion is on any arbitrary direction then we will notice this formula for the Most General Lorentz Transformation. We also investigated the changes of the volume charge density of moving system in terms of that of rest system in Most General Lorentz Transformations at different angles and velocities.
Introduction
The charge density is mainly a part of the concept of electromagnetism and it tells how much charge is present in a given length, area or volume. Therefore we can say, volume charge density tells specifically about how much electric charge is present in a given volume. It has been well established experimentally that the Lorentz Transformations provide an accurate translation of space and time measurements from one inertial reference frame regard to another. Rafiq and Alam [1] have derived the transformation equation of surface charge density in mixed number Lorentz Transformation. Bhuiyan et al. [2] have derived the transformation equation of surface charge density in different types of Lorentz Transformations. We choose a cube to find out the formula of volume charge density in different types of Lorentz Transformatons. In Lorentz Tranformations length is contracted. So the volume charge density will be different in different types of Lorentz Transformations. In this paper we have derived the transformation equations in Most General Lorentz Transformations when the line of motion is not aligned with any of the co-ordinate axis.
Special Lorentz Transformation
Let us consider two inertial frames of references S and S', where the frame S is at rest and the frame S' is moving along x-axis with the velocity v  with respect to the S frame.
The space and time coordinate of S and S' are   t z y x , , ,
respectively. The relation between the coordinates of S and S' which is called the Special Lorentz Transformations [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] , can be written as, The inverse Lorentz Transformations [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] can be written as 
Volume Charge Density
Volume charge density means the amount of electric charge per unit volume. It is denoted by ρ. . The electric charge is discrete which may be determined by counting the number of elementary charged particles. As the total number of elementary charges do not depend on the state of the motion of the observer, we may conclude that the electric charge is relativistically invariant. Based on the conclusion we want to calculate the transformation equation for the volume charge density ρ [1, 2] .
Transformation of Volume Charge Density

Transformation of volume charge density in Special Lorentz Transformation
Let us consider two systems S and S', S' is moving with uniform velocity v  relative to S along negative direction of x-axis as shown in Fig 1. Let there be a stationary sheet of uniform charge density +ρ (c/m 3 ) at rest in system S having one edge parallel to x-axis. Let there be a cube of side L 0 and placed parallel to x-y plane. The observer in system S' will observe that the cube is moving with the velocity v  along (+ve) x-axis. We have the transformation relation of volume charge density from the principle of invariance of charge which states, ʻthe total electric charge in an isolated system is relativistically invariantʼ. The total charge as observed in the system S is
262 Most General Lorentz Transformation Fig. 1 . The system S' is moving along x-axis with velocity v relative to the system S.
The observer in system S' will notice that the side of the cube along x-axis has been contracted from L 0 to L, where
As the length is contracted only along x-axis, the charge as observed by the observer in the system S' is
Where ρʹ is the volume charge density in system S'. According to the principle of conservation of charge
This equation represent the transformation equation for the volume charge density in Special Lorentz transformation.
Transformation of volume charge density in Most General Lorentz Transformation
Let us consider two systems S and S', S' are moving with uniform velocity v  ) at rest in system S having one edge parallel to x-axis. Let the sheet be a cube of side L 0 and placed parallel to x-y plane. The observer in system S' will observe that the cube is moving with the velocity v  in opposite direction of the system S. Fig. 2 . The system S' is moving in x-y plane with velocity v relative to the system S.
If 0
L is the length of the cubed charge sheet in S then the length contraction in the moving frame for the most general Lorentz transformation [8] can be written as
According to the principle of conservation of charge
Using equation (19) and (13) we can write
This equation represents the transformation equation for the volume charge density when the system S' is moving along any arbitrary direction. ---0.4120ρ * Calculations were carried out taking c as unity
Conclusion
The transformation formula for volume charge density in Special and Most general Lorentz transformation are illustrated in Table 1 . The numerical values of the volume charge densities of the moving system in terms of a system at rest for most general Lorentz transformation were calculated as shown in Table 2 . From Table 2 it is observed that for the same angle (θ) between the system S and S', the value of the volume charge density of the moving system (ρʹ), decreases with increasing velocity v  of the moving system and for the same velocity of the moving system ρʹ increases with increasing the angle θ.
